Investigation of restriction enzyme cofactor requirements: a relationship between metal ion properties and sequence specificity.
Restriction enzymes are important model systems for understanding the mechanistic contributions of metal ions to nuclease activity. These systems are unique in that they combine distinct functions which have been shown to depend on metal ions: high-affinity DNA binding, sequence-specific recognition of DNA, and Mg(II)-dependent phosphodiester cleavage. While Ca(II) and Mn(II) are commonly used to promote DNA binding and cleavage, respectively, the metal ion properties that are critical to the support of these functions are not clear. To address this question, we assessed the abilities of a series of metal ions to promote DNA binding, sequence specificity, and cleavage in the representative PvuII endonuclease. Among the metal ions tested [Ca(II), Sr(II), Ba(II), Eu(III), Tb(III), Cd(II), Mn(II), Co(II), and Zn(II)], only Mn(II) and Co(II) were similar enough to Mg(II) to support detectable cleavage activity. Interestingly, cofactor requirements for the support of DNA binding are much more permissive; the survey of DNA binding cofactors indicated that Cd(II) and the heavier and larger alkaline earth metal ions Sr(II) and Ba(II) were effective cofactors, stimulating DNA binding affinity 20-200-fold. Impressively, the trivalent lanthanides Tb(III) and Eu(III) promoted DNA binding as efficiently as Ca(II), corresponding to an increase in affinity over 1000-fold higher than that observed under metal-free conditions. The trend for DNA binding affinity supported by these ions suggests that ionic radius and charge are not critical to the promotion of DNA binding. To examine the role of metal ions in sequence discrimination, we determined specificity factors [K(a)(specific)/K(a)(nonspecific)] in the presence of Cd(II), Ba(II), and Tb(III). Most interestingly, all of these ions compromised sequence specificity to some degree compared to Ca(II), by either increased affinity for a noncognate sequence, decreased affinity for the cognate sequence, or both. These results suggest that while amino acid-base contacts are important for specificity, the properties of metal ion cofactors at the catalytic site are also critical for sequence discrimination. This insight is invaluable to our efforts to understand and subsequently design sequence-specific nucleases.